5. Fold both layers
7. Turn this rectangle (and the adjacent areas to the
6. Fold both layers
of this corner forright and left) forward and in, folding on the double broken line
of this corner forward and in aimmediately below this text to the dotted line with the circle at the center.
ward and in along this dialong this dia==============================================================
gonal line.
gonal line.
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4.
Fold
the triangular
checkerboardshaded area behind this text forward and in along
the diagonal dotted
line to the left, so that
the bottom right-hand corner of the sheet touches the
center of the circle in the
middle of the sheet, on the horizontal line.

Intentional

3.
Fold
the triangular
checkerboardshaded area behind this text forward and in along
the diagonal dotted
line to the right, so that
the bottom left-hand corner of the sheet touches the
center of the circle in the
middle of the sheet, on the horizontal line.

BEGIN HERE: 1. fold the sheet in half along the horizontal line above the text you are presently
reading, so this text is still visible. Crease the fold you have just made (and all subsequent folds) firmly.

2. Fold the rectangle containing the text of no. 1 (shaded striped area) forward and down on the line
above the text you are presently reading, so that the text is covered, and the diagonals on the back of
the sheet line up with the ones below. Flip this sheet over, so that nos. 3 - 7 of these instructions are
visible and right-side up.
9. Fold the striped triangles
at the bottom left and right up
and in, so that they just cover this
square, tucking their outer corners fully inside the horizontal slot formed by the bottom
of the smaller upper checkerboard triangle. Your
folded square is now complete: Congratulations
on your persistence, which enables you to
read the RBS special message to
you on the other side!
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8. Fold this top section forward and in on the dotted horizontal line below
(the one with the circle at the center). After folding, your sheet will be in the shape of a right triangle.

